The Role of Legal Research in Law Firm Profitability
Introduction

The best law firms offer excellent legal services, but that is not enough to
ensure their long-term success. In an evolving legal landscape, where there
is increasing pressure for profitability, attention must be focussed on the two
core factors that contribute to growth and sustainability: ensuring a healthy
revenue stream, while keeping control over costs.
Both sides of the equation need to be carefully monitored and managed to
ensure the law firm remains profitable and viable as a business.
Law firms are essentially selling a professional service that is grounded in
experience and knowledge. For this reason, the knowledge which the legal
research department generates and retains within the firm must come into
the profitability equation.
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Addressing the costs associated with manual legal research and outdated legal technology
Improvements can be made to law firms’ research-related expenses by automating certain aspects of the legal research workflow.
It is important to note that this does not mean reducing the number of research staff within firms. The expertise and judgement
of these important staff has been proven to save law firms time and money, as well as contributing significant value to research
outputs.
Research by Thomson Reuters suggests that manual legal research practices are costing law firms hundreds of hours every year,
and that automation could potentially reduce the time spent on legal research by as much as 50%.
Law firms recognise that manual, inefficient and old-fashioned business processes are holding them back, but acknowledge they
are lacking initiatives to address the challenges.
The 2016 ALPMA/InfoTrack Survey Report Adapting to the Changing Legal Landscape surveyed 163 law firms in Australia and New
Zealand, with the majority of respondents in strategic, decision making roles (CEO/COO/GMs, Managing Partners and Practice
Managers).
When asked what the key process challenges were at their firm, 41% indicated manual processes and 37% said inefficient
processes. 28% also identified outdated and old-fashioned processes as a challenge.

What are the key process challenges at your firm?
Adapting to the Changing Legal Landscape: 2016 ALPMA/InfoTrack Survey Report
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The scenario below highlights the costs that can easily be incurred during legal research by a law firm that has not confronted the
issue of manual processes and disjointed legal technology.
Lawyer/paralegal sends lengthy email request to research
manager

15 minutes potentially unbillable time

Research manager replies requesting additional details

10 minutes potentially unbillable time

Requester replies with additional details

5 minutes potentially unbillable time

Research manager liaises with team to determine who to
assign the request to

10 minutes potentially unbillable time

Research manager manually enters request into an Excel
worksheet used to track requests and forwards the email
through to the researcher

30 minutes potentially unbillable time

Time spent on actual research

60 minutes tracked billable time plus 30 minutes untracked
and unbillable, because the researcher forgot to manually
track the time

Time spent on administration (e.g., filing supporting
documents into a paper-based research folder)

30 minutes potentially unbillable time

Research manager checks in on progress because there is no
visibility of the status of the request; has a discussion with
the researcher and then reports back to the requester

15 minutes potentially unbillable time

When broken down we can see that this research project has cost the
law firm 125 minutes in potentially unbillable time and only generated
60 minutes of billable time.
In addition, with so many points in the workflow relying on manual
intervention, there is a significant risk of mistakes happening.
Emails could be missed in inboxes, or sit there for hours or days if
someone is out of the office.
Supporting documents could be misplaced, resulting in more time spent
relocating them.
In an environment where the outcome of a case hinges on timely,
reliable research, these risks could seriously impact the law firm’s
success.
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Increasing efficiency and reducing costs using illumin
To increase efficiency, legal researchers need access to research and knowledge management tools, such as Softlink’s illumin,
which can introduce automation to the research workflow.
For example, in the scenario above there are a number of improvements that could be made with illumin.
•

•

Instead of writing an email, the lawyer could submit an
online research request form with inbuilt prompts for all
the information needed by the researchers, saving the time
spent on back and forth communication. Time saved: 15
minutes. Importantly, even if the research request is sent
via email, illumin can save time with its comprehensive
email integration capabilities.

•

illumin provides a graph showing the individual workloads
of the team, making it easier for the research manager to
assign a request. Time saved: 5 minutes.

•

illumin has inbuilt time keeping, so more of the research
time is tracked and billable. Additional billable time: 30
minutes.

As soon as the form is submitted by the lawyer, or an
email is received by the research department, a request is
generated within illumin. The research manager does not
need to manually re-input any information. Time saved: 10
minutes.

•

illumin automatically sends email alerts to the requesting
lawyer and the research manager, informing them of any
updates made. Time saved: 15 minutes.

All of these improvements equate to a saving of up to 40 minutes unbillable time and a potential 30-minute increase in billable
time.
More importantly, every step in the process is efficiently organised, tracked and ultimately able to be reported on, providing the
law firm with greater visibility of legal research costs.
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Using knowledge to sustain and grow the law firm
Everyone within the law firm, including legal researchers, plays a role in its growth and sustainability. It is important to identify
how each contributor adds value that leads to the generation of new business.
Ernst & Young’s report The knowledge advantage provides an ideal launching pad for assessing the value provided by legal
researchers.
Ernst & Young proposes that businesses, regardless of their sector, can gain a key advantage from knowledge, which contributes
more to customer satisfaction, business innovation and growth than either their product or short-term financial strategies. 81% of
the businesses in Ernst & Young’s global survey agreed.
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What does the knowledge advantage mean to law firms and what role do legal researchers play in enhancing the way knowledge
is leveraged?
1) Legal research impacts on client outcomes
The digital transformation of legal libraries has given lawyers access to a wealth of information that was previously very difficult to
find. But this may mean there is too much information.
It has become too easy for lawyers to get trapped in the cycle of research, spending hours doing search after search, amassing
huge data dumps but then struggling to turn it all into something useful.
This is an inefficient scenario that can harm the law firm’s profitability and potentially have a negative impact on outcomes for the
client.
Legal researchers have the specialised skills needed to navigate this info bulge; they understand where to look and they also know
how to build highly specific search queries to narrow down the results. This enables them to find the highest quality resources in
the fastest time.
Critically, legal researchers are skilled at organising the resulting data and information in a way that connects the dots and forms a
complete picture.
Modern legal technology like illumin can support researchers in this task and allow them to focus on turning information into
valuable and easily accessible knowledge.
illumin captures the growing body of knowledge produced by the research department and retains it in a central location, where it
is not forgotten or lost in a myriad of filing systems. This knowledge can be channelled directly to specific lawyers through illumin’s
integrated email tools, or shared with the entire firm through the illumin Knowledge Bank, a browsable and searchable online
portal of published knowledge.
This knowledge provides lawyers with the advantage they need to deliver successful outcomes for their clients, which in turn
builds the reputation of the firm and attracts new business.
2) Legal researchers can manage relevant “Big Data”
There has been an increasing focus on the role of Big Data in law firms, specifically how it can help to improve decision making.
In report by PricewaterhouseCoopers, Guts & Gigabytes,
43% of executives from highly data-driven companies report
significant improvements in decision making over the last two
years.
However, with the exception of the data and information held
within the law firm, every competing firm can access the same
data if they have the time and resources to do so.
In an information bulge era, Big Data can provide a
competitive edge when it is channelled and applied to relevant
stakeholders within the firm.
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Legal researchers are already equipped with many of the core skills needed to harness the Big Data trend and provide their firms
with the knowledge they need to fuel better decisions.
But curating and streaming this knowledge to relevant stakeholders, when and where they need it, remains a challenge. Solving
this challenge could provide law firms with a significant competitive advantage and ultimately boost their profitability.
illumin, by Softlink, is equipped with powerful analytics tools that can help researchers to mine the unique knowledge already
created by and held within their law firm. Researchers can build powerful reports that can be saved and rerun in an instant, and
shared with the law firm’s decision makers.

The illumin
advantage

Law firms need skilled knowledge workers who are not only aware of how
they can contribute to profitability, but are also properly resourced to ensure
that positive impact is achievable.
Softlink’s illumin can help law firms to meet these challenges, by reducing
manual legal research processes and providing researchers with the right tools
to manage knowledge more efficiently.
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